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Introduction:  The Mastcam instruments on the 

MSL Curiosity rover each include an 8-position filter 

wheel that allows multispectral imaging in the wave-

length range of 400-1100 nm [1,2]. The filter set cap-

tures broad electronic absorption bands that result, 

primarily, from the presence of Fe
2+

 and Fe
3+

 cations 

contained in constituent minerals and poorly crystalline 

phases of Gale Crater materials. Mastcam imaging ob-

servation commonly include loose float rock, which 

may have weathered out of the local bedrock or been 

transported from elsewhere. It is very commonly the 

case that the float material is a good spectral match to 

underlying or nearby bedrock; however, definite in-

stances of spectral “erratics” in the Mastcam multispec-

tral dataset can be found. Some of these rocks exhibit 

smooth, red-sloped reflectance spectra that are con-

sistent with a composition rich in metallic iron [3]; we 

interpret these to be likely iron meteorites. Document-

ing these finds can provide information on meteorite 

fall statistics, physical weathering rates, and past envi-

ronmental conditions within the crater (e.g., [4]). 

These rocks are in addition to previously recog-

nized iron meteorites within Gale Crater that include a 

cluster of meter-scale fragments designated Aeolis 

Palus 001-003 (formerly, “Littleton”, “Lebanon”, and 

“Lebanon-B”) [5,6], smaller cm-size finds identified as 

Aeolis Mons 001-002 (previously “Egg Rock” and 

“Ames Knob”) [6,7,8], and another recently observed 

small fragment informally known as “Mustards Island”, 

identified by ChemCam as an iron meteorite. Chemical 

data were only acquired for the latter three fragments; 

for the candidate meteorites discussed below, Mastcam 

provides the only science instrument observations. 

Observations:  We have found that potential iron 

meteorites are often easily noticeable following stand-

ard image analysis techniques that are designed to en-

hance spectral differences in a multispectral sequence. 

This is because native martian materials commonly 

exhibit ferrous or ferric absorption features that are not 

present in unweathered meteoric iron. It is also possi-

ble to parameterize the spectral characteristics that 

distinguish iron-meteorite-like spectra from typical 

Gale Crater bedrock (as in [9]) and use quantitative 

measures, such as band ratios, to search the entire mul-

tispectral datset for image regions that are a spectral 

match. We have examined the Mastcam dataset thor-

oughly using both such techniques to identify rocks 

whose spectral properties are consistent with metallic 

iron, which we consider to provide good (although, 

without chemistry, not definitive) evidence for a mete-

orite interpretation. For dark-toned materials imaged in 

all or most filters, we consider a spectral profile that 

might yield a false positive to be likely uncommon. An 

example of such is manganese oxide, varieties of which 

may show smoothly increasing reflectance over the 

Mastcam spectral range (e.g., [10]); however, this and 

other such secondary phases would not necessarily be 

expected (nor have they been observed) to be abun-

dant, or to uniformly cover the surface of a float rock. 

Greater potential for misidentification exists for obser-

vations that do not include the full Mastcam filter set, 

or for targets that are small or are covered by fewer 

pixels in the images; however, for the candidates pre-

sented here, we believe a metallic iron-rich composi-

tion is the most probable interpretation of the spectra.  

 

Table 1: Candidate Iron Meteorite Fragments from 

MSL/Mastcam Multispectral Observations 

1When potential fragments grade in size down to the limit of the 

camera’s resolution, an exact count is not possible. 2Estimate is 

based on the longest axis and is approximate. 3Band center wave-

lengths are 527-445-751-676-867-1012 nm (L1-6, left, M-34 cam-

era) and 527-445-805-908-937-1013 nm (R1-6, right, M-100 cam-

era); 0 is broadband RGB in each [1,2]. 4Wavelength coverage var-

ies by fragment. 5Same FOV as Aeolis Mons 001, likely a pair. 

6Approx. 30 m from “Mustard Island”, possibly paired. 

 

A list showing the sol(s) and approximate number 

of iron meteorite fragments suggested by the spectral 

data is shown in Table 1. Spectral coverage varies from 

series of four-filter sequences intended for photometric 

analysis, to fragments captured by the wider field of 

view (FOV) of the M-34 (left, “L”), to those that could 

only be resolved in the M-100 (right, “R”) images, to 

full-filter coverage (an observation acquired on sol 

1032, originally noticed in a preceeding photometric 

sequence). The candidate meteorites are all relatively 

small (cm-sized); larger pieces or those close to the 

Sol(s) Number
1
 Size(s)

2
 Filters

3
 

397 1 ~ 6 cm L1236 

994-1032 8+ ~ 3-5 cm L0-6, R0-6
4
 

1160 1 ~ 5 cm L0-6 

1462-1463 2 ~ 2-5 cm L1236 

1505
5
 1 ~ 2 cm L0-6 

1512 1 ~ 2 cm L0-6 

1610 1 ~ 1 cm L0-6 

1819
6
 many < 15 cm R0-6 



rover are more likely to be noticed by morphology in 

RGB Mastcam or engineering camera images, as was 

the case for previously recognized finds by this rover 

[5,7,8]. Aside from the Aeolis Palus cluster, however, 

those are also a few cm in scale, apparently a common 

size fraction. Clusters (several potential meteorites 

within a few meters, or tens of meters) appear to be 

common, with groups of two or more potentially linked 

fragments occurring approximately as often as single 

rocks. These likely formed from impact fragmentation 

or subsequent physical weathering; they are too close 

to have resulted from an atmospheric breakup. Unfor-

tunately, the reflectance data are not sufficient to per-

mit much speculation as to whether any of the widely 

separately clusters arose from the same impactor. 

Each of these rocks shows a generally similar over-

all spectral shape; gradual, red-sloped, and distinct 

from both the mafic features that characterize the crater 

floor bedrock and oxidized layers of the Murray 

[11,12]. Mastcam spectra from each of the rocks or 

clusters listed in Table 1 are shown in Figure 1, togeth-

er with several spectra from the confirmed or acknowl-

edged meteorites mentioned in the introduction. In 

most cases, these fragments are too small to resolve 

finer details of their surfaces; for those that are, spec-

tral varability across the surface is generally consistent 

with differences in illumination/viewing angles or dust 

coatings. Aeolis Mons 001 is an exception; spectrally 

distinct regions (see A and B spectra from different 

parts of the same rock, Figure 1) are consistent with 

mm-scale compositional differences that might arise 

from differing amounts of iron and nickel [3], the pres-

ence of minor iron oxidation products, or both.  

All of these potential meteorites are interpreted as 

irons; our search for anomalous spectral signatures did 

not turn up any obvious chondrites. However, 

chondrites are harder to distinguish spectrally from 

native martian materials, and small pieces could have 

been overlooked. It is also possible that chondritic ma-

terials occur predominantly as a soil component (e.g., 

[13]) due to greater destruction on impact and/or high-

er susceptibility to physical weathering. 

Conclusions and Future Work:  Mastcam has ac-

quired hundreds of multispectral sequences to date, 

which we have examined in detail to produce a list of 

candidate iron meteorite "finds" detected along the 

rover traverse. These data can be used for statistical 

analysis of the density of meteorites at this site, which 

can be compared against expectations of meteorite de-

livery, impact survival, and erosion rates (e.g., [14]), as 

well as counts from the MER rovers (e.g., [15,16]). We 

anticipate that Curiosity will continue to discover more 

examples as its mission continues. 
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Figure 1: Left: Mastcam spectra from the candidate iron meteorites 

listed in Table 1 (for clusters, a spectrum from a single rock is giv-

en), offset for clarity; y-ticks are intervals of 0.1. Also shown are 

spectra from officially recognized meteorites and from the sol 1821 

“Mustards Island” meteorite (black spectra). Top: Mastcam images 

of selected candidate meteorites, and “Mustards Island”. The sol 

1819 example is a large cluster. 


